
Content Self-awareness in DistributedMultimedia Publishing: the Need for aUnifying TheoryM.A. Heather1 and B.N. Rossiter21 Sutherland BuildingUniversity of Northumbria at Newcastle NE1 8ST, UK2 Computing ScienceNewcastle University NE1 7RUB.N.Rossiter@newcastle.ac.ukAbstract. A distributed publishing system is like the pages of a bookoating in the breeze: hypertext pulls these together with a non{linearthread but still leaves the pages like a book without an index. Whenthe pages belong to multimedia documents, the indexing has not only tobe dynamic but to cope also with the heterogeneous data structures. Asurvey of current research projects shows the need for unifying principles.A formal abstract theory of indexing for multimedia objects leads to theconcept of machine awareness, presented here in the context of construc-tive database models and drawing on the latest results using categorytheory. Geometric logic can provide a universal representation in math-ematics of concepts such as objects, limits, adjunctions and Heyting im-plications, all needed to deal with closure over open document contextsin hypermedia.Suggested Keywords:Multimedia objects, hypertext, information retrieval, category theory, adjoints,Heyting algebra.1 IntroductionPublishing has always involved the concept of dissemination of information evenbefore the printing press which introduced mechanized methods of writing inbulk. Now the need is for technical support for reading in bulk because of thequantity of informationpublished in electronic form especially on the informationsuperhighway. The wealth of information available today online cries out forsystems to have some awareness and alerting capability to identify automaticallyrelevant documents. The need for an alerting function was recognized early insubjects like law[5] where it has always been necessary to handle large quantities



of data1. This is now a problem which faces an average user of electronic mail2and any distributed business system[89]. An electronic message of complaint isnow much easier to dash o� than a traditional letter or even a fax for customersand citizens wanting to exert their rights. Businesses, government bodies, radio,television and newspapers need to have sophisticated management processes inplace to deal with what may soon become avalanches of email as more and morehomes have PCs with modem connections3.As business information systems become larger and more complicated it isvery easy for the user to get lost. Even intelligent hypertext becomes inadequate.It can provide the user with a non-linear connectivity but to be of value thesystem needs to know where the user is, where the user has come from andwhere the user is going, all relative to the contents of the information at anypoint.Furthermore users need to be assured of the quality of their information sys-tem. The quality controller like in any industrial process has to be at a separatesupervisory level. This is a trigger mechanism in the system to identify relevantinformation in context and is also a self awareness where the information checksitself for completeness and its own limitations. Intelligent hypertext is an initialstep at this level but intelligence is insu�cient without a layer of consciousness.Closure is a key feature. The quality assurance level is a closure over all partic-ipating sub-systems, whether local to the end-user or global and belonging toexternal information providers.Without proper coordinated principles for document processing, multimediahypertext can result in a loss of integrity. No externally imposed coordinationis possible. Organization can only arise from the application of natural univer-sal principles. To ensure consistency, some formal language is needed to un-derpin interoperable subsystems[87]. There is only one scienti�c language thatis truly universal and that is mathematics. As information systems are real{world and open, principles and theories need to be drawn from constructivemathematics[87] where intuitionistic logic seems to be able to give a high for-malism to common sense reasoning and experience. This paper explores howcategory theory and geometric language can be applied to give a universal ref-erence model for multimedia objects.1 Full text retrieval has always been important for law and the 1970s saw a proliferationof legal systems which failed The historical description in [5] can provide a helpfulwarning to the exploding internet service providers of the 1990s.2 An extreme example is the electronic mail bag of the Pope. The Vatican receives300,000 messages of greeting around Christmas time[75].3 The technology itself can of course assist with automated provision of standardreplies but these raise problems of false interpersonality and may have dangerouslegal rami�cations unless these systems can cope at the semantic level.



2 Background to Multimedia Document Research2.1 Multimedia Trends in Electronic PublishingCurrent tools4 to explore and handle information overload on the Internet de-pend on preset buttons, predetermined indexes and algorithms, statistical clus-tering or human intervention. These methods are proving inadequate. Systemsnow need to exhibit some characteristic of self{perception. They need to be awareof their own contents to provide the user with dynamic links to be made in con-text at run{time. The current state of the art[63, 69] like the use of dynamicframes has more to do with formatting displays than connecting and identifyingrelevant content. The hypertext markup language of theWorld Wide Web pro-vides the facility of tags for connecting to related material elsewhere on the Webbut the user has to provide the means for identifying the material5.Enhancements of SGML and proprietary software6 are attempting the con-cept of mark{up in a semantic context but are still limited to some predeter-mination. New environments and operating systems7 now come with built{infacilities for network sur�ng.The trend seems to be in the direction of sur�ng with more interface facil-ities and a corresponding downgrading of the importance of local storage andprocessing by those promoting the concept of the network computer. Productsin this area have recently been announced8. Database providers9 are currentlydesigning DBMS versions for the proposed network computer to incorporateHTML-like facilities with substantial parallel processing for use in an organiza-tion's own intranet which may in turn be accessible through a gateway over theInternet. Other commercial products are now appearing with local functions forweb page publishing and security on intranets10. This raises the question of theinteraction between internet packages and di�erent intranet implementations.The information in the subsystems may come in any form or format. Amodern document is composed of heterogeneous objects. Of great importance formany businesses is the image data found in multimedia for the large quantitiesof documents that are being imported through scanners11. Bit images of any4 like Gopher, Wais, UseNet, Mosaic, Telnet, Veronica, Jughead, Netscape Navigator,Windows Explorer, Lycos, WebCrawler, Alta Vista, Cerfnet, Digex, NetCon, Panic,Pipeline, Uunet, The Well, The World, Acadia, Airnfs, Cello, Chameleon NFS, Eu-dora, InternetWorks, Netscape Navigator, Wingopher and Archie (see for exampleFalk[31]).5 Packages available include Mime, WebMaker, CyberLeaf, Interleaf, Internet Suite,Web Author, and Hot Metal Pro.6 like Heads from Hitachi, DotBook from Novell, HotJava from Sun, with Java deriva-tives like PageMill and Acrobat from Adobe and Shockwave from Macromedia.7 like Windows95 or Normandy from Microsoft.8 The majority of manufacturers of Windows-type terminals are now o�ering a networkcomputer to a common reference standard.9 eg Oracle and Informix.10 like Lotus Notes, Netra for Web{page publishing and SunScreen for intranet security.11 including the new range of 3D{scanners for the CAD/CAM market.



type of three{dimensional object may be imported into information systemsfor applications like virtual reality or for reconstructing evidence. The study ofthe communication of these images in distributed systems is a current researchtopic12. A hypertext system that cannot search, identify and retrieve the contentsof documents held as image bits or sound bytes is today only a partial system13.It is important to see this awareness in information systems in the contextof the whole of the research relevant to this subject. Information systems havenow subsumed electronic publishing, hypertext, multimedia, databases, informa-tion retrieval and much of computational linguistics, cognitive science, arti�cialintelligence14, etc. Mixtures and di�erent combinations of these are being repack-aged to appear under a bewildering array of new subjects and acronyms. Re-search projects[28] are under way at every level from multi-government agenciesto research institutes, universities, commercial companies and individuals.2.2 Research into Enabling TechnologiesMany projects in communications including discourse study, natural languageprocessing and computational linguistics (some even dating from the machinelanguage research of 30 years ago) have now become very relevant to multimediaapplications. It is to be noted that a number of these are involved at the higherorder logic level of the intension of a document15.In the US the NSF and DARPA are engaged on SIMULATE16 as part ofan extensive programme into HLT/HLR17. In the European Union there is theSICMA investigation18 within the ACTS project, TIDE{ACCESS Project 1001to provide interface tools for people with disabilities and the GLOSSASOFTproject LRE 6100319. There is a centralized organization for the validation anddistribution of speech, text and terminology resources and tools for the telematicscommunity provided within ELRA20. Standards in language engineering havebeen provided since 1993[27] by EAGLES21. There are Swiss projects at theLaboratoire d'Informatique Th�eorique of the Federal Institute of Technology 2212 eg the European investigation in the ACTS project SICMA on a Scaleable InteractiveContinuous Media Server.13 but moves in this direction to provide features for heterogeneous data can be seenin systems like HyperNet[64] and packages like Mbone, vat, CU-SeeMe vic, sd andvgw.14 For the use of AI in the construction of digital libraries, see the IEEE Expert issuefor June 1996.15 This corresponds to the natural transformation level in the language of categorytheory to be used later in this paper.16 Speech Text Image and Multimedia Advanced Technology E�ort.17 Human-Language Technology and Human-Language Resources.18 into a Scalable Interactive Continuous Media Server.19 sponsored by the European Commission in its Telematics Applications Programmefor the OSI standard EDIFACT.20 European Language Resources Association.21 The Espert Advisory Group on Language Engineering Standards.22 for example TALC (Text Alignment and Consistency) at LITH-EPFL[59].



into multilingual parallelism and other natural language processing (NLP) fordocument engineering (DE) involving text analysis and synthesis to study theintentions behind documents.The French ILC (Inform�etrie, Language et Connaissance) Project applies astatistical approach to noun phrases and collocations for a user to extract knowl-edge from documents without reading them and then within DIALOGUE[26, 51]to provide reference interpretation for task{oriented dialogues. We also see theapplication of dynamic logic to resolve ambiguity in natural languageunderstanding[104], of plain geometry to improve the correctness ofhand{written input at a natural language interface (NLI) in the Hungarianproject INPUT 23, and of other methods and tools in Italy[50] at ILC24.The Italian Istituto di Linguistica Computazionale (ILC-CNR) has extendedits well{known textual database system DBT of search and language analysistools for use on distributed literary and linguistic text archives in DBTWEB.It uses CGI (Common Gateway Interface) scripts as a structured browser toretrieve compound information, for example extended contexts. These gatewaysare recursive interfaces as the results of one generic query may be dynamicallytransformed into a HTML page which can then be further queried.LOLITA25 at the Laboratory for Natural Language Engineering (LNLE) ofthe University of Durham[60] seeks to employ a wide range of software engi-neering tools for natural language translation. Sherpa[93] at INRIA, Grenoble,designs tools and models for knowledge representation of identi�cation (object-oriented), behavioural (equational), methodological (task models) and termi-nological (hypertext and lexicon) knowledge. Vrije University has developed astateless protocol HushTalk[48] to deal with inline applets in interactive webpages for chat applications. The di�culty of patching an essentially static dis-tribution system for a dynamic one in advancing the web as a general commu-nications network with audio and visual streams calls for a Real Time Protocol(RTP) which is being carried out at GMD, Berlin, and INRIA, So�a-Antipolis.Eastern European activity is increasing with Albania contributing toETCETERA26 to promote West-East commerce with information on SMEs andHANNIBAL27 to provide brokerage facilities for ETCETERA[29]. HungarianSZTAKI is experimenting with a Distributed Systems Department (DSD) tointegrate local and global network notices at the Computer and Administra-tion Research Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and is part ofthe VASIE (Value Added Software Information for Europe) project of ESSI28.There are also similar moves in the Czech Republic as reported by Zpravodaj,23 Inductive Logic Programming learning method at the Computer and AutomationResearch Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.24 The Institute for Computational Linguistics of the Italian CNR.25 Large scale, Object-based, Linguistic Interactor, Translator and Analyzer26 East-West Technical Cooperation in Research and Development of ElectronicTrading27 HyperAgent Network and Navigation for Implementing Business Acceleration andLiaison28 the European Software and Systems Institute



the newsletter of the Computer Science Institute of the Masaryk University atBrno[111].Another EU project under the Telematics Applications Programme isCoopWWW[11]29 using the GMD's BSCW (Basis Support for CooperativeWork) providing a shared workspace platform-independent for documents, pic-tures, tables, spreadsheets or www links capable of supporting user groups up to30 or 40 members. Version 2 released in March 1996 has computer graphics in-terface scripts. The CoopWWW provides a collection of interoperable tools andservices integrated around this kernel for synchronous and asynchronous aware-ness, version management, document format conversion, desk top conferencingand interfaces to enterprise information systems.Likewise sound is an essential ingredient in today's multimedia. Develop-ments in voice with the ability to provide voice mail, voice annotations ofdocuments are becoming common30. Data generated by the voice processingindustry includes speech synthesis, speech recognition, and natural languageunderstanding[66]. Speech research also shows that relevant developments in spe-cial purpose VLSI chips may be outpacing progress in software and even interfacedevices. O�-the-shelf applications integrating hardware and software platformsin computer and telephony environments (CTI) are now possible through theVersitCTI Encyclopedia31. New chips now have their sights speci�cally set onmultimedia targets32. There is also a trend to merge with the connectionist ap-proach of neural nets[108] although much of current speech processing and recog-nition is still based on the Hidden Markov Models33. Vision chips may be furtheraway. The Japanese34are aiming for a portable chip with exible complexity todeal with media in digital form and consider that the capability of interactivityand bidirectional communication for moving pictures and 3D graphics will re-quire 500M transistors and less than 1W power dissipation35. The present stateof the art can be see in the system Chabot[73] and on work at Carnegie-MellonUniversity in the US digital library initiative[107]. There is in fact a generaltrend from software into multimedia hardware. Intel is phasing out the i-860chip and planning to provide Pentium based processors with MultiMedia Ex-tended instruction sets to accelerate multimedia data in Pentium and PentiumPro chips[68].29 Interoperable tools for Cooperation Support using the world- wide web30 These facilities were introduced in versions of MS Word from Windows 95.31 as adopted by IBM, Siemens, AT&T and Apple but apparently not MicroSoft. See[68]32 for example the vector microprocessor for speech the Spert-II based on the singlechip Torrent vector instruction{set architecture with an external interface supporting4Gb of memory[108].33 The paper by Power[76] with its references provides a survey of the current state ofspeech processing.34 according to Hajine Sasaki, a president of NEC Tokyo, in an address at the IEEEInternational Solid State Circuits Conference in February 1996.35 By comparison the Spert-II (which is smaller that 2cm square) has only 0.75Mtransistors but consumes 12W[108].



The world-wide consortiumW3C hosted jointly by Computer Science at MITand INRIA to promote the industrial use of the Web[106] are using Hakon Lie'sCascading Style Sheets incorporating sound and vision components of presenta-tion to provide a common reference standard36. However, it should be noted thatfor the distribution of materials like high-quality digital video it is necessary touse broad-band networks with technology like the Asynchronous Transfer Mode(ATM). There are some problems which are currently being dealt with by use ofcompression techniques because of the di�culties in storing and communicatinglarge quantities of data as required by vision and sound. However, it is likelythat these are just transitional problems and such techniques can be discardedas an unnecessary complication. Hardware miniaturization is improving all thetime37. Other general methods for audio- video applications are also relevantto distributed multimedia38. The state of the art for displays at Xerox PARCcan provide seven million pixels onto a 13-inch at panel screen[12] using activematrix technology39.Mobile computing with terrestrial communication in PMR (Private MobileRadio) is becoming available to a limited extent with the bandwidth on demanddigital transmission of the TETRA40 and is likely to give rise to some new formof mobile document equivalent to an electronic fax. Satellites41 on the otherhand have the capacity for much better multi-megabit communication rates.The fastest commercial communication rate today is about 2.5 Gb/sec. Teamsfrom Fujitsu, NTT, AT&T Research and Lucent Technologies have shown that itis possible to transfer through optical �bre at the rate of a terabit a second[12].Mobile computing also bene�ts the mobility of handicapped persons partic-ularly those who are sight- or hearing-impaired42. Alternative terrestrial modesof mass communication for multimedia over the electricity distribution supplyform the subject of two UK EPSRC projects at She�eld and Lancaster Univer-sities in collaboration with NORWEB (the North-Western Electricity Board)[9].An alternative challenger is optical wireless communication using WDM (Wave-length Division Multiplexing) and ray modelling at the Centre for Communica-tions Research at Bristol University[8]. Mobile document systems for hand-held`intelligent tourist guide� is underway in the Distributed Multimedia ResearchGroup[23] at Lancaster University and for more general awareness of the user�scontext [10].36 A working draft of this standard is available on the World Wide Web[21]37 Current hardware capacity for storage which is commercially viable is about a quarterof a gigabyte per square millimetre.38 such as IP multicasting, RSVP, IPv6 ows and RTP39 This is three times the pixel density of current displays and can give up to 30 timesthe resolution of present lap top computers.40 Trans European Trunked Radio[110].41 Voice and data services are already available in mobile and multimedia satellitesystems on satellite orbits GEO, LEO, MEO and HEO[65].42 Orange Communications, Portset Systems and Dundee and Bristol Universities areworking on standards in the use of personal communications technology for thedeaf[4].



2.3 Authoring SystemsIn the digital library �eld DELOS has long-term research for e�cient and cost{e�ective development of digital libraries. The Swiss Laboratoire d'InformatiqueTheorique has a web browser (SpiderWooman), IDEA43 for the managementand navigation of multilingual documents, HYPOCAMPE for the automaticgeneration of hypertext documents with conceptual links, AGENDA applied toa healthcare system using optical recognition of hand- written notes, and DICAfor distributed groups with a transparency of document/user interface. Germanwork on knowledge-based production of synthetic multimodal documents andinto textual typing is being extended into hypernodes based on rhetorically mo-tivated structures as part of KOMET[53].Authoring environments are available in the French Thot system[78].OPERA[72] projects at INRIA and in Alliance[1] provide privacy, security andauthentication in HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol) scripts, document andfragments for group working, Tamaya[100] uses CSS[21] (the Cascading StyleSheets of Hakon Lie) in a visual graphics editing mode to handle multiple-viewsof several documents treated together. In the same Thot context INRIA-Rennesare producing methods for structured indexes[79].TORUS[101] at the UK Central Laboratory of the Research Councils is ad-dressing the problems of real-time distributed design documents by developinga prototype DMS (Document Management System) to enable reuse of SGMLdesign documents by transferring them to the ISO-standard data modelling lan-guage STEP/EXPRESS. This can employ the high-level design methodologyknown as GFM (Goal Function Modelling) and can be extended in EXPRESS-Pto include and integrate process models. SID (Structured and Intelligent Docu-ments project) at the University of Helsinki44 is developing methods to attachintelligent features to structured documents[95].2.4 Browsers and Search EnginesCurrent projects in Europe speci�cally addressing World Wide Web problemsinclude ZENO giving group decision support, Sherpa Project designing tools andmodels for knowledge representation[93], SISU45 carrying out Internet Survey toassess the viability of the web for professional usage, ICS-FORTH investigatingweb brokers for caching and pre-fetching with awareness of updating, the VrijeUniversity of Amsterdam writing Hush extensions called HushTalk to executescript code inside an html page[48] and the Czech Academy of Sciences develop-ing a HIT browser with utilities for structured help information in an interactivesituation. Sweden is also investigating information retrieval based on stylisticcriteria[94].43 the Interactive Document Engineering Application44 Within the electronic printing and publishing programme of the Finnish TechnologyDevelopment Centre (TEKES).45 Swedish Institute for Systems Development[97].



Italian work is proceeding jointly between the Institute of Bologna and theFondazione Ugo Bordoni on agent-oriented architectures. In this work an inter-face agent interacts with users connecting and mediating with remote agentstransparently. Special purpose agents like the Mail Agent, News Agent, Meet-ing Agent, and Info Agent can be customized to users' interests cooperatingand communicating through KQML a Knowledge Query and Manipulation Lan-guage protocol. An agent has an internal structure for example the InterfaceAgent consists of two subagents the Local Retriever and the External Retriever.Other toolkits, utilities and contextual help are available in the portable (plat-form independent) object-oriented environment of the HIT browser of the CzechAcademy of Sciences but this lacks JAVA and VML at present. At the GermanGMD link maintenance is being dealt with in BASAR46 using interface, task andnetwork agents. These provide a user's model[3] to locate, relocate and �lter asadapted to the user's needs.Parallel work with a slightly di�erent thrust is proceeding in the US Digi-tal Library Initiative (DLI)47. The DLI project at the University of Illinois issearching federated databases of scienti�c literature via multiple views of a singlevirtual collection by extracting the semantics from documents using the scaleabletechnology of concept spaces based on context frequency. However, compare forinstance the Italian work on agents with very similar (but nor directly correlated)work at Michigan as part of the UMDL (University of Michigan Digital Library)project[6] which employs three types of agent: UIA (User Interface Agents), CIA(Collection Interface Agents) and Mediators48. The Conspectus language is usedto connect content providers and users through the needs and capabilities of theagents as described by that language,. On the other hand the Informedia projecton intelligent video at Carnegie-Mellon[107] referred to above employs an objectrather than an agent approach. This fragmentation cries out for uni�cation.The ISO CGM (Computer Graphics Meta�le) is registered as an Internetmime of type image with viewers available for Unix and Windows such as Gplotfrom Pittsburgh Supercomputer Centre, Figleaf from Carberry Technologies andRAL-CGM from the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. The French ILC ProjectDIALOGUE[26, 51] referred to above may also used to provide browsing withreference interpretation in task{oriented dialogues.Projects on image or sound querying are rarer than text but the Greek I2Cnetproject at ICS-FORTH is providing services for image classi�cation and descrip-tors (image posting) and image analysis for context-based access to networkedmedical images[49]. Virtual Reality Markup Language is a further developmentof SGML and HTML leading to MUVR the multi-user virtual reality wherethere is intense work into the development of browsers49. The Atlas Detectorproject[105] based at CERN is a VRML browser for distributed development46 Building Agents Supporting Adaptive Retrieval47 See the special issue on the Digital Library Initiative of IEEE Computer for May1996 and also the special issue of Communications of ACM for April 1995.48 the Mediator class of agent has also a subclass of Facilitators.49 by commercial companies like Sony, Black Sun Interactive, and Online Technologies.



work in context carried out from anywhere. DEVRL[25] the Distributed Exten-sible VR Laboratory project involving the universities of Nottingham, Lancasterand UCL over SuperJANET is building a collaborative information retrieval sys-tem with 3D visualization for query interrogation with special VR search tools.2.5 Social ContextsTo appreciate the full power and e�ect of modern information systems, it isnecessary to consider them in their social50 as well as scienti�c and engineer-ing context. Education is a related area where developments51 need to keep instep with changes in electronic publishing. To understand some of the logical at-tributes of non-physical documents it is even possible to look at examples beforethe introduction of the printing press that give some insight into the intrinsicnature of informally distributed information. Examples can be found in the rel-ativism within ancient manuscripts[44] and in the oral tradition of pre-writtenlaw. Moving from the past to the other extreme of the future, there are also thecurrent developments in cyberspace which are relevant to the concept of a mul-timedia document. It is di�cult in view of the embryonic nature of cyberspaceto deal with these here as adequately as they warrant. In the UK cyberspaceis often used as a synonym of the information superhighway. But of course cy-berspace is much more than this, it includes the whole new concept of living,being educated, buying and selling, and generally satisfying the informationalneeds of human beings. The information superhighway is just one strand[56] inthe development[35]of cyberspace52.There are political developments in personal privacy[13] and in the liberaliza-tion of telecommunications which come into force in Europe in 199853. Likewise itis necessary to take into account the recent implementationof the EU directive onthe legal protection of databases54. There are problems at the liberty/censorshipinterface. These are very much in the semantics if automatic controls are to beattempted in areas like pornography, child-targetted advertising[15], sexual ha-rassment by email, etc.For applications a good example on the Internet of a virtual guided tour ofa museum is the Darmstadt Museum[22]. Electronic journals which have beentried a number of times over the past 20 or 30 years can now provide a betterstandard of presentation on the Internet. They are becoming more electroniccustomized as for example SIGCHI[96], the quarterly publication of the ACMspecial interest group on human-computer interaction, where it has been found50 SISU[97] gives a sociometric study of world-wide web usage.51 eg the Pegasus Foundation of the European Parliament which is leading a projectinto introducing school children from an early age to appreciate their place growing-up as citizens in the information society.52 Discussion of current developments in interactive TV and multimedia can be foundin [18, 58].53 under the Treaty of Rome Article 90.54 from 26th February 1996 with a new exclusive sui generis right for database creatorsvalid for 15 years.



that a simple structure that can support both browsing and serial reading is tobe preferred. More demanding is the daily issue of the Portuguese daily newspa-per PUBLICO[77]. There is also the Scandinavian University Press journal forFokus p�a Familien produced by the VTT information service NordEP (NordicCentre for Electronic Publishing)[70] and many academic sites and research es-tablishments providing on-line bulletins as shown in the references to this report.Another example of bringing together heterogeneous data in a hypertext envi-ronment for medical data is the HYPERMEDATA55 project[52].2.6 Research into the TheorySome database and knowledgebase theories are being extended for multimediadatabases[99] but there seem to be few new theoretical models advanced for hy-pertext. The Dexter initiative is an interesting example using formalmethods[37]but while it is restricted to the methodology of set theory it cannot be univer-sally extended to provide comprehensive closure over all the levels needed inreal-world information systems. Use of other formal methods like Petri nets canprovide some dynamic behavioural features in networks[34] which is an essentialcomponent for multimedia information systems but Petri nets still su�er fromthe same restrictions as set theory.ETN (Extended Transition Network) provides a labelled transition systemto model information systems jointly between the UK Central Laboratory of theResearch Councils and the Italian IEI-CNR claims to provide comprehensive en-vironment for system veri�cation[30]. The Working Group on Formal Methodsis coordinating this very diverse methodology to improve the notational prob-lems, resulting from the lack of models, in order to promote industrial take-upof formal methods[109]. SZTAKI is also carrying out some theoretical work onsymbolic computational tools to perform exact (as opposed to approximate)calculations for use in engineering and scienti�c research and education.By comparison even less attention is being paid to the underlying philosophybut a notable exception is the work on ontological foundations of knowledgeengineering at LADSEB-CNR which is investigating ontological and linguistictools for conceptual modelling (DLTCM)[74].Nevertheless all current packages and research projects require a commontheoretical underpinning if the whole information market is not to fall apartfor lack of scienti�c cohesion. A striking example is the very successful Javaproject[36]. Java has found great appeal because it is not compiled like C++ butis interpreted and so can run anywhere on any platform where a Java interpreteris available. So in a Java application for instance a short animation sequence canbe built into a web page as an applet and run when the page is accessed by awhole variety of types of user. However Java security has been questioned[24].According to the Online Business Consultant[71], although Java checks thata code is valid it then expects all code that passes the validation tests to be55 Hyperlinked Multimedia Medical Data



properly constructed under the rules. This provides an opportunity for rogueapplets to carry into a system any type of computer virus.This may be a theoretical problem because the design is based on a Booleanclosed-world assumption that does not apply to the real world. Boolean weak-nesses would require an in�nite number of patches for multimedia which as weshall see obeys a Heyting logic, not a Boolean one. The only solution that isaware of all possible problems is a proper Heyting closure. This is not just atheory for an `all singing all dancing` system but a higher-level abstraction ofeverything which does not lose any low-level detail. It can then take on thechallenge of including the fundamental pursuit of system self-consciousness.3 Types of AwarenessAny modern document system needs to provide a variety of awareness features.There is the nature of the information relative to the informational needs of theuser and incidentals like the appropriate methods of displaying the data relativeto the user's individual preferences. More important is the self-awareness ofthe information relative to information elsewhere, for example to a source ofcontinuous updates. Otherwise, hypertext can misinform.Whether computers will in the future exhibit the characteristics of humanconsciousness is an interesting subject of speculation. Of more current impor-tance is the need for information systems to have a current awareness of thecontextivity of the information that is available. This encompasses both localdisks, CD ROM, etc under the user's physical control as well as the interactionbetween these and any distributed on-line facility where the user has logicalcontrol at least as far as electronic access and availability.Even with the old printed medium there were and still are various levels ofinformation providers and information users. At one end, there is the very lim-ited consciousness that a book seller has of the availability of information. Thisextends little beyond a stock of items currently in market demand or potentialdemand together with a list of titles and authors that can be ordered. Unlessspecialized, the bookseller's awareness will not normally extend beyond booksin print. Librarians have more regard for the content of the information but thisinformation may not go far beyond books currently in print and the use of bib-liographies. A reference librarian on the other hand has more interaction withthe contents of the information. That is the librarian actually opens the booksin question.At the other extreme is the lawyer whose function is to dispense the infor-mation in the form of advice involving the construction and application of legalsource documents to clients who may never actually see the books themselves oreven know that they exist. The lawyer has to have an appreciation of knowingwhat exists and how to �nd it. Because of the volume and complexity of theinformation available, the awareness carried around in the lawyer's head is onlyhow to go about �nding some relevant piece of information and not any par-ticular source. Legal hypertext must mimic these processes[46]. Extracting legal



information from legal sources is not just looking up rules of law. It involveslegal reasoning. This is why legal hypertext is analagous to legal reasoning.However, a legal hypertext is not a special case, only one where it is moreobvious. It is the same sophisticated aim to make conscious reasoned connec-tions that hypertext in general must address. It is this kind of awareness thatinformation systems need to provide in all subject areas for a great untappedworld{wide potential market. For humans to carry out these activities, as shownby the example of the lawyer, requires long training and experience and eventhen is an expensive and time{consuming activity. Despite several decades ofresearch into areas of research such as information retrieval, databases, arti�cialintelligence, knowledge engineering and hypertext, etc, these facilities are onlyjust coming to hand in information systems.4 Connections in MultimediaHyperspace is equivalent to a multimedia database composed of complex ob-jects in contrast to traditional types of data. Databases for simple data havedeveloped out of advanced �le handling and the need was soon recognized toidentify the kind of relationship which existed between data. The traditionalstructures are the network, hierarchical and the relational model of Codd. Withnetworks based on the theory of directed graphs, the hierarchical or nested treesand the relational model relying on mathematical sets, these are still only leanrepresentations of relationships in the real world.Semantic models have developed to meet the need to specify informationabout the kinds of relationships56 to capture more meaning through the intro-duction of rules of relationships and integrity. The most popular of the semanticmodels is probably the E-R model of Chen but this has been extended in dif-ferent ways57. The important de�ciency of manipulation and the speci�cationof behavioural characteristics has been satis�ed in later models58. The complexnature of the objects on the other hand has been satis�ed by the developmentof object-oriented models59.These developments show the importance of semantics and some of thesemodels have already been applied to document structures60 . None of the seman-tic models even with extensions have all the necessary features. The kinds ofrelationships needed in document links are extensive:{ abstractions such as aggregation, generalization, specialization, inheritance,classi�cation, de�nition, designation, associative;56 like the way that the relational model was extended in Codd's Tasmanian modelRM/T[16].57 to suit di�erent users[98]. For instance the type and attribute form had to be addedto Chen's original style of representation and Sakai[90] added generalization.58 eg by Taxis, Event and SHM+59 such as the Semantic Association Model SAM* for use in statistical databases.60 for example E{R[43, 83], extended relational and Taxis[84], and object{oriented andSQL relational[85].



{ structural such as models, nets, tables, hierarchies, entity classes, E-relations,P-relations;{ statistical such as summation, averages, probabilistic, fuzzy;{ ordering such as sequence, Markov chain, probabilistic, temporal, stochastic;{ reductionist such as projection, parallax, derivation, view;{ behavioural such as dynamic, functional, transaction, operational;{ synthetic such as composition, join, union, cross-product, combined, con-catenation, insertion, injection, embedded, tributory;{ analytic such as selection, intersection, adjacency, parametric, attribution;{ parallel such as synchronization, collaborative, collateral, adjacency, adjoin,redundant, orthogonal, anti-parallel, contributory.Database technology has made progress with some but not all of the abovecategories. In some relations, the user is not concerned with detailed proceduresand these may be the beginnings of automated reasoning. For instance, in ag-gregation the user is unaware of the way in which subobjects are put together.An example of putting subobjects together is the way that the current versionof a section of an English Act of Parliament may be derived from a number oftextual amendments in later Acts. Automatic identi�cation of objects and theircharacteristics is needed to make the selection with the right inter-connectionsfor the aggregation. From a database point of view, the identi�cation is providedby the keys in the system[83]. Some universally recognized form is necessary torecognize the keys. This enables documents to be addressed and cross{referencedin a natural manner with a standard identi�cation mechanism. Data typing canbe used to characterize components of the keys so that documents can be com-posed from their underlying subsections (subobjects) in a transparent way. Theuse of natural keys and relations avoids the unnecessarily reductionist methodsof early legal retrieval systems.Elaborate data management systems are needed to provide the high func-tionality required for structuring, manipulating and maintaining the data withthe necessary integrity to provide professional information systems so that end-users may have access transparently to goal-information in a highly organizedstate. To do this the management system has therefore to recognize inherentrelationships in the data to make the necessary hypertext links.There are often very many, if not an in�nite number of, natural connectionsthat can be made. The author or information provider may prede�ne certainof these based on some expectation of the user's requirements. Alternatively itmay be possible to provide some automatic assistance based on predeterminedcriteria. It is a simple matter to have a dynamic button to pick up references fora glossary or thesaurus where there is a direct connection usually because theitem in the text is itself a simple key to the citation. Where there is a partial ora composite key, the system has to have some awareness functionality of whatis needed[88].But there are limitations. The system needs to be able to follow any potentialconnection under the control of the user. This requires the system to be consciousof where the user is within the document. A very simple example might be given



of anaphora in parliamentary debates like American Congress or the Hansardrecords of the British Houses of Parliament. When reading from a Hansard CD-ROM, to deal with a sentence beginning with"As I said in my speech on 28th October to this House ..."the system needs to be aware of the name of the speaker, of whether the currentspeech is being made in the House of Commons or the House of Lords and of thedate of the speech to identify the appropriate year for the 28th October. Thisnecessary awareness required is therefore beyond intelligent hypertext. It alsoillustrates the practical point that this awareness needs to be a runtime facility.For identifying all possible cross references in advance when only very few ofthem will ever be required is very ine�cient in preprocessing and storage andalmost impossible manually.This awareness is now essential in very many areas of business which needcontinual access to information on changing standards and regulations. Thisawareness function can be achieved by overlaying another layer of metadata ontop of the basic hypertext system. This is a necessary part of intelligence ininformation retrieval systems[40]. We have to provide this additional layer tosimulate a human metamemory for any type of document[81]. This layer needsto be reliable and comprehensive so that it provides closure to an open system[41]in an analagous manner to consciousness.5 Formal Modelling under Geometric LogicThe logical reasoning obtained with axiomatic methods are subject to the uncer-tainties of the applicability of the axioms.Constructive mathematics on the otherhand attempts to develop logically what works in practice and can provide thenecessary universality for interoperability of heterogeneous data systems withconsistency and quality assurance in the real{world. Geometric logic is particu-larly appropriate for modelling relationships in hyperspace[45] for it is essentiallyconcerned with links between objects.From the simple concept of the arrow, formal categories can be constructedof objects with arrow links between them. These provide a natural model fora document. Geometric logic is the formulation between the categories and cantherefore represent manipulation of documents in this model of hyperspace. Ina formal representation it turns out that linking documents and reasoning areequivalent.We are concerned with general categories which may be used to representany system or a class, object, entity, set, etc. that satisfy the four categoricalaxiomatic constructs for arrows namely composition, compatibility, associativityand compositional identity[2, 45]. These required constructs do not cause manyproblems in applying category theory to real{world models which deal withthings that actually exist. However, it may be necessary to check carefully thatthe components of a virtual reality system satisfy the de�nitions of a category.Because categories are general it is often only a matter of convenience for a



particular model how objects and arrows are to be identi�ed. With hypertexta document forms a natural category. Other categories are always available toprovide the necessary typing. For example a particular Act of Parliament can beconsidered as a category Act. Act can be typed by an arrow from the categoryEnact of statutes consisting of all parliamentary enactments including both civillaw codes (from the subcategory Code) as well as statutes (of the subcategoryStat) found in common law jurisdictions.Figure 1 shows functor arrows K;L between categories A and C containingobjects A;B;C; : : : interrelated by arrows f; g; : : :. In Figure 1, K assigns fromthe source object A the target object K(A) to C and from a source arrow f thetarget arrow K(f) to g. These are covariant arrows. The direction of K and Lmay be reversed to give the dual contravariant arrow.A B C Df gA0 B0 C0 D0f 0 g0KLA C
-- ----Fig. 1. Functors compare CategoriesDocuments and the concepts they contain may be represented by categoriesA;B;C; : : :. The functor arrow generally represents a hypertext link betweendocuments. The functors can also represent inferences. In geometric logic a de-ductive system is based on the arrow as a proof:F : A �! B G : B �! CGF : A �! Cwhere F : A �! B is more than a proof theory entailment. Lambek & Scott[54]argue that the arrow is the reason why A entails B (at page 47). Up to naturalisomorphism this is valid as a general (higher{order) predicate logic expression.Thus the reasons F and G may be a mixture of propositional and predicatelogic and may even include the modals like deontic logic. The inference in the



composition GF is then a graph in geometric logic of human reasoning. At thesame time it is calculable through the algebraic form.However a logical model of the market place is insu�cient without somephilosophical basis to be taken of its role in life. Hypertext too can exist entirelyin neither a practical nor a philosophical vacuum. Therefore it is perhaps worthmentioning in passing the ontology of this formal model. Reality in the everydayworld is made up of rational links as discussed in the �rst part of this paper.What exists are limits in the sense of geometric logic. A hypermedia is a modelof these limits in some cyberspace. These can be represented in this way becauseof the universal abstract character of category theory.In general a �nite limit in the category C means a limit of a functor J �! Cwhere J is a �nite category. An object in the functor category CJ is a geometricdiagram inC of type J which can be represented in general by the cone (togetherwith dual cocone)[80].The nature of proof in category theory should be emphasised. The diagramis a formal diagram. It is a geometric representation equivalent to an expressionin algebra. We are in constructive mathematics and the one proof needed is theproof of existence. Therefore so long as it can be shown that the entities belongto formal categories[32], proof up to natural isomorphism is by composition. Aformal diagram is in e�ect a quod erat demonstrandum. Freyd & Scedrov[33] givea formalization of the diagrammatic language (at p.29{36).The value of category theory is that unlike in naive set theory where func-tions are external to a set, objects and arrows on the other hand are internallyintegrated and mutually intrinsic. This means that the logic comes already in-tegrated within the structure of categories. Geometric logic is strictly then thelogic of categories.It may be appropriate at this stage to draw attention to the way we are usingthe word object which conforms to its usage in category theory. This is not neces-sarily in the same sense the word object is used in the object-oriented paradigmof computer science. It is rather unfortunate that the paradigm has developedindependently of the concept of category which was already well established inmathematics. Object in the object-oriented sense corresponds usually to a cate-gory in the mathematical sense. This seems to have arisen because the object-oriented paradigm has emerged empirically from practical situations. Objectswhich are themselves categories are the most common in practice and it is quitenatural to pick on this de�nition. However, these are not primitives but complexobjects and therefore di�erent object-oriented methods have emerged like BM(Bosch Method), OMT (Object Modelling Technique) and OOSE (Object- Ori-ented Software Engineering) which cannot be easily uni�ed61 and the usage6261 UM (the Uni�ed Method) was con�dently predicted for the near future at OOP-SLA95 but at Software Development 96 it was admitted that it was only the languageand not the methods that were ready for uni�cation. See IEEE Computer June 1996and IEEE Software July 1996. A draft of the uni�ed notation is available at [102].62 Standards like CORBA[19] (The Common Object Request Broker Architecture) aretherefore to be used with care. Although it is a standard for interface speci�cation in



can lead to unnecessary complications63.Because of the universality of the mathematical sense an object can be anelement, a set, a class or something corresponding to the natural units of lan-guage which are well beyond naive set theory. There are also alternative usesof the word category in language theory[103] where its use should be carefullydistinguished for language processing is also relevant to multimedia informationsystems. The pure approach would be to use only arrows but for historical rea-sons western thinking is more at home with concrete objects rather than theabstract concept of process. The advantage of category theory is that it canprovide a natural bridge between all the senses of the word object by the con-cept of the arrow. An arrow may be an ordinary object in a category (as anidentity arrow), a category (as an identity functor), a functor or even a naturaltransformation. So in geometric logic objects can be arrows and arrows can beobjects. In real-world modelling, relationships between transformations are of-ten needed. Any set theoretic representation of these soon becomes unwieldy. Incategory theory it is simply a category where the objects are themselves arrows.Object is used in this paper as the basic unit. Even the word unit is misleadingbecause objects need not be discrete for example in natural language. It can beseen that the concept of an arrow causes less problems of connotation. However,whether objects or arrows, they are universal and the same formalism can beused here to describe interacting multimodal objects, text (in its widest form),speech and other forms of sound, graphics including dynamic versions in theform of video, touch and indeed all objects perceivable by the senses. For thisreason we are able to refer to links between objects of any type as hypertextwhere the term hypertext is used in a general overloaded sense.5.1 AdjointnessAdjointness between two categoriesF a U : A �! Bhas left and right components which specify how an arrow in category A isrelated to an arrow in category B. This is the fundamental concept of implicationto be found in geometric logic. The left component is the free functor F : A �!B and the right component the underlying functor U : B �! A. F is left adjointto U and U is right adjoint to F . This is a natural bijection between arrows whichholds subject to the condition for all objects A 2 A and all B 2 B such that:F (A) �! B implies and is implied by A �! U (B)support of interoperable distributed computing, CORBA does not provide a securityspeci�cation. A CSI (Common Secure Interoperability) has had to be proposed[39].63 There are particular problems in addressing the right level, leading to great di�cul-ties in using object-oriented techniques for group working[17].



Written as a geometric logic inference where the double line indicates thebiconditional64(i�): 1A � UFFU � 1BWith this condition there are two natural transformations or unit of adjunc-tion: � : 1A �! UF; � : FU �! 1BAdjointness is particularly relevant to hypertext for it represents the conceptof relative ordering which is the basis of the connections between documents.A � B means B is a later document than A in a hypertext trail. The unitof adjunction is a natural transformation that amounts to an abstraction ofthe components of the adjointness representing the concepts, objects, messagepassing, etc which connect the documents.F : addressingU : awareness1A � UF FU � 1BA B-�Fig. 2. Adjointness in Indexing64 The biconditional i�, if and only if, is used here as a way to explain adjunctionsas we are only concerned with applied mathematics. A better pure mathematicsapproach as found in the categorial literature is to show that adjunctions can beconstructed from primitive arrows. This in fact rigorously de�nes the biconditional,a concept which has to be plucked out of the air in classical logic. Any conditionalis then a category of a particular type. A biconditional is an adjunction and maybe represented equationally by a pair of natural transformations i.e. the units ofadjunction.



By virtue of the adjoint functor theorem[33], left adjoints preserve colimits(right{exactness) and right adjoints preserve limits (left{exactness). Colimits arethe dual of limits. Both limits and colimits will be examined in more detail.A basic form of awareness is provided by the indexing of a traditional book.The simplest index is an inverted �le (concordance) which is an example ofadjointness, F a U : A �! B. The ordering in the book A is the order ofthe words of natural language. The indexer has complete free choice on howto index but subject to the initial ordering of A. The arrow is the free functorF describing a particular choice of indexing, for example on words, concepts,chapter headings, �gures, etc. B contains the ordering of the index, the simplestform is usually a lexical order of the important words in the text with the pagenumbers on which they appear. This is a totally free ordering in B but entirelysubject to the ordering in A. A reader uses the order in B to �nd the pagerequired in A, an operation of the underlying functor U . With this informationthe reader �nds the required page leaving the index (with its own ordering)behind showing that U is also the forgetful functor.If category A is a collection of multimedia objects, the arrows would bethe relationships of conceptual links with higher{order arrows relating collec-tions such as documents. The free functor F is the (arbitrary) addressing foreach multimedia object in the collection. This formal theory of indexing in theadjointness of these two categories is illustrated in Figure 2.Notice that 1A � UF consists of all the orderings in the text and FU � 1Ball the orderings in the index. Therefore the contravariant functor U : B �! Aprovides the overall awareness of the contents of the documents in categoryA. The awareness of these can be retained with a more elaborate databasemanagement model[43]. Now we need the counterpart of a dynamic index fordistributed multimedia data.5.2 Adjointness between Text and Image DataImaging is rapidly becoming a major industry and the manipulation of imagedata based on content and meaning is a burning research topic. Geometric logicshows well the adjointness between textual and graphical information. Both aremapped into the electronic medium as a bit stream.Multimedia are logical rather than physical based. They are therefore anabstract category of a document which may be represented as a textual �le or asan image �le resulting from input by means of a scanner. Clearly the two formscontain equivalent information although they would appear in quite di�erentelectronic forms. This is an important example of adjointness as demonstrated inFigure 3.TXT(X);GRF(D) and E(2) are categories corresponding respectivelyto text, graphics and electronic form. Each of these categories is a free functor.TXT(X) is a map from the alphabet X on to �nite strings so a character,x, goes to a string, x 7!<x>. E(2) is correspondingly composed of strings ofzeros and ones. GRF(D) is the much more interesting graphical version whichcontains all the semiotic signi�cance of the text beyond the mere characters (i.e.



punctuation, capitalization, italics). There may be a loss of information from thecategory GRF(D) to TXT(X). GRF(D)
E(2)TXT(X) ������������ AAAAAAAAAAAAAAFig. 3. Adjointness of Electronic Forms5.3 Intension{Extension Mapping GRF(D)

E(2)TXT(X) S(A)
������������ AAAAAAAAAAAAPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPJJJJJJJ
JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJAAFig. 4. Adjointness in Real{world SemanticsThe links in multimedia may be at di�erent levels. The mappings representingthe links would therefore need to be typed in geometric logic. There is the simple



linking between documents like a citation of a label or name (the intension). Amore powerful level of connection is within the semantics (the extension). Thereis also the intension{extension relationship which has been shown by Lawvere[55]to be composed of adjoint contravariant functors.The extension level of the abstract document is therefore the same for thethree categories of text, graphics and electronic bits. Equality in geometric logicis provided for by composition. The possible relationships between the threecategories of documents at the two levels can therefore all be summed up in asimple geometric formal diagram.A real{world semantics S(A) can be represented in any of the three forms ofgraphical, textual and electronic. There will therefore be intension, and extensionconsisting of contravariant functors between each of the three and S(A) as inthe diagram in Figure 4.5.4 Geometric Database ModelsDatabase modelling reduces to a small family of concepts in geometric logic. Thevarious types of database relations described above may be summed up in Table1. Fuller details that have been worked through for a product model based onlimits are given elsewhere[67, 86].database operation categorical constructabstractions exactnessstructural adjointnessstatistical subobject classi�erordering adjoint functorsreductionist co{exactnessbehavioural comma categorysynthetic exactnessanalytic co{exactnessparallel adjointnessTable 1. Database Concepts in Categorical Terms6 Formal Contextual Sensitivity6.1 Limits, Colimits and ContextA very fundamental concept that has only been appreciated in the last thirtyyears is that of limits and colimits[61]. In arithmetic a limit is constructed bymultiplication and colimits by addition, Within set theory, intersection is an



example of a limit and disjoint union a colimit. With more general categories,limits and colimits become very powerful. A colimit is a deconstruction andprovides no new information other than to make patent the latent componentsin the limit. The colimit of A and B is given by the fullest possible combinationof taking them together and written A+B. A partial colimit would be obtainedby taking together only certain parts of A and B. The parts that are signi�cantwhen taken together may be provided by the context of a di�erent category C.The pushout A+CB as shown in Figure 5 then expresses this colimit in context.C B A+C BAKL �l�r������*HHHHHHjHHHHHHj������*Fig. 5. Diagram of Pushout of A and B over Cyear HansardRecord
House28 Oct

Name
I--? ? --?Fig. 6. Composition of Pushouts for\As I said in my speech on 28th October to this House ..."This is the geometric logic representation of the hypertext link which brings



together the documents A and B through the context C. Note that this doesnot give any new information, but only identi�es those parts of A and B whichare relevant together in the context of C.An example of pushouts can be seen in the geometric logic representationof the remark referred to earlier: \As I said in my speech on 28th October tothis House ...". The diagram in Figure 6 shows a pasting together of pushoutsin which the result of one pushout House (possibly represented by a multimediaicon) is included in turn in another pushout forming I .New information attained by linking A and B is given by the product limitA � B. This for a context C is the pullback A�C B shown in Figure 7. Ingeneral the di�erence between a limit and colimit may be summed up in thata limit produces some creative outcome of a link whereas the colimit is a linkbetween standard information.Examples of limits abound although they may not be explicitly recognized assuch. For instance the subject of information retrieval has relied very heavily onthe inner product of document vectors[91]. This is one particular reduced viewof the limit A �C BA�C B B CA�l�r KL������*HHHHHHjHHHHHHj������*Fig. 7. Diagram of Pullback of A and B over CHypertext is a family of trails and it is important to recognize whether twotrails are distinct or whether they merge. Thus there may be two parallel linksbetween the same two documents. The question arises for the hypertext systemwhether two separate trails arriving at the �rst document are then merged. Forexample a legal case may cite a second case more than once during the reportbut it may be on two quite distinct points of law or even branches of law. Twocases may be connected on a substantive point of law and also quite separatelyon a point of legal procedure, adjectival law. A document often cites anothermore than once. Links between two documents in this situation become a limitpoint in the two trails if they merge there. However, geometric logic shows thatthere is a duality of limit also in this instance.A coequalizer is the situation where there are distinct connections betweenthe same two documents so that separate trails can pass across without merger.With the equalizer any separate trails arriving at the �rst document leave the



second document by the same path. An equalizer is a context limitC representedin the diagram of Figure 8. All trails through A and B are merged throughcontext C which will be shared by both A and B.C A B- --Fig. 8. The Equalizer C as a context limit on arrows from A to BThe corresponding coequalizer is given by Figure 9. The context of C isnull, that is the limits are independent in thought but from the document per-spective there is a context of documents where the two trails coexist with localindependence. In other words links between documents may be equalizers orcoequalizers. A B C---Fig. 9. The Coequalizer C where two distinct trails coexist independentlyThis same equalizer and coequalizer distinction applies to higher-order linksrelevant to intellectual property. In organizing methods for payment of accessto multimedia objects, it is necessary to have a theory of joint and commonownership. The objects may be quite fragmentary and widely distributed as inthe extreme case of digital sampling in the music industry. Until a full theory isavailable, work on this aspect which is essential to the economic development ofdigital libraries[20] can only be ad hoc and restricted to a literal view of copy-right. The payment is an equalizer or a coequalizer depending on whether theobjects are subject to intellectual property rights, are in joint or common own-ership, or indeed in the public domain. Likewise a systematic approach to attackthe problems of policing the Internet to control its use for pornography, orga-nized crime, drug tra�cing, etc[57], can only be based on a theoretical structureunderpinning the whole.Two other special limits are the terminal object and (its dual) the initialobject. An object in a category C where there is one and only one arrow fromevery other object to it is known as the �nal or terminal object of C. This maybe denoted by > which is the last object in the trail. Dually (or oppositely) tothe �nal object there may exist a corresponding initial object where there is anarrow from it to every other object in the category. This is ?, the starting pointin the trail and the arrows from it are every potential trail. This has signi�cancefor the reasoning and logical content that resides in the hypertext links.



In hypertext the initial and terminal objects may have only a local context.There may not be one single starting point, there may be a number of originsfor any given trail. Likewise a trail may diverge to more than one �nite point.Also natural language is a more general category than that of sets and the trailsneed not be disjoint. The same words could be used but with two distinct linksin thought.7 The Hypertext Lattice as a Heyting AlgebraAs pointed out[7] by Ted Nelson in his early idea of hypertext as \non{sequentialwriting with reader{controlled links", links in hypertext are rarely linear65 butbranch and form a distributive lattice. The internal logic of a lattice is geometriclogic which is more general than Boolean logic. The logic of a lattice is well{established. It is equivalent to a Heyting algebra. Any Heyting algebra has afundamental binary operation of implication ): A �! B. This arrow is com-monly written in the form A) B and this shorthand version will be used here.This implication arrow is de�ned by the adjunction(C �A) � BC � (A) B)A ) B is the largest category connected with A which is contained in B.In hypertext terms if the current document (A) in its context (C) precedesdocument B, then B is the next document after A in that context. In termsof concepts rather than documents, the concept may not be represented by adocument in existence and from the point of view of a writer would be the nextdocument to write.By the application of this implication we can obtain the more generalizedtype of negation found in natural systems. Indeed in natural language it is of-ten possible to represent negative concepts in a positive way. This is also truein hypertext where falsity and truth are not simple atomic entities. These aregeometric concepts. Truth is given by B)> and falsity by A)?, sometimeswritten :A.Truth and falsity are relative to context. In hypertext, A ) ? is (usuallyback) in the direction of the initial document, a state of ignorance, whereasB ) > is forward in the direction towards the last document to be viewed inthe lattice, the state of enlightenment. Knowledge and ignorance in hypertextare the counterparts of true and false.The nature of the pseudocomplement then A ) ?, that is not A, may befurther understood by substituting the special instance ? for B in the de�nitionof the adjunction above. We then get65 SGML and derivatives are essentially linear and this can give rise to problems ofnon-linearity in hypertext for instance when dealing with entities which are sharedsubobjects.



(C�A) � ?C � (A)?)In the real world two negatives do not always make a positive. This is familiarin natural language which opposes the principle of tertium non datur. The pseu-docomplement is so important that natural languages often make it a separateword. For example the concept relevant has the pseudocomplement irrelevantwhich results in the further concept of not irrelevant. So not irrelevant is notequivalent to relevant. In fact there is a Heyting ordering:B)? � (B)?))? � B)>i.e. irrelevant � not irrelevant � relevantIn hypertext terms, this gives a ranking of the relevancy of the documentsin general terms for B the next possible document. It is an irrelevant document,if it is in the direction of the �rst document. It is the required next relevantdocument, if it is in the direction of the �nal document in the trail. Note whenit is not irrelevant. That is, if it is not in the direction of the �rst document,whether or not it is in the direction of the �nal document. It is this three{levelordering which is the basis of much fuzzy thought and a generalization of fuzzysets.In terms of the Heyting algebra, C ) ? is another special case of A ) B.As noted above A) B is itself a concept/document and C)? is an irrelevantcontext concept/document. A fundamental feature is that the pseudocomple-ment A)? is the largest category disjoint from A.8 Geometric ConsciousnessThe human brain is able to handle well the integration of multimedia stimuliand hypermedia navigation is comparable to mental processes. Consciousness isincreasingly being recognized as an inherent feature of any cognitive process[92]and needs to �gure in any computational model involving human{computer in-teraction at the level of the mind[42, 82] to counteract critics of machine under-standing.From a taboo subject in orthodox scienti�c circles, consciousness is fast be-coming an essential ingredient to be considered in any research involving humancognition[14, 38].8.1 Contextual Awareness in HypertextThe earlier discussion on context with pullbacks and pushouts deals with thesimpler straight{forward type of static and objective contextuality but it is per-haps worth looking at the example previously raised:"As I said in my speech on 28th October to this House ..."A simple form of contextual awareness can be attained in this example by state



of the art database techniques using �elds, relations or keys. Thus the informa-tion identifying I , House, and year can be anaphorically resolved by referenceto meta{records in the database system. Fuller details on how this works usingkeys in a Hansard database are given elsewhere[47, 83] where partial or compos-ite keys are examples of colimits.The hypertext system of awareness is one that identi�es for the user thenext document to see. This is available from the implication A ) B. Thusawareness is the contravariant natural transformation � : B �! A. Awarenessin hypertext is therefore the self identi�cation of the document B in A) B. InFigure 6, it is the document records. The awareness to identify I is the HansardRecord, the House and the Year as given in Figure 10. This �gure shows how theawareness works. The identity of the speaker I is given by �3, the identi�cationof which house (Lords or Commons) by �2 and the awareness of the date of thespeech from �1. These can be obtained algebraically. For example f � �2 = �1.f is the meta{record giving the house where the speech is given. In a databaseimplementation f consists of those parts of the composite key which uniquelyidentify the House.year HansardRecord
House28 Oct

Name
I�2 �1 �3f--?HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHj@@@@@@@@@@@@R -@@@@@@@@@@@@R-?Fig. 10. Awareness to identify I and House in\As I said in my speech on 28th October to this House ..."8.2 Computational Model of ConsciousnessWhile the basic purpose of hypertext awareness is for that next document Bin A ) B to identify itself to the user, the position is complicated by thefact that the user is operating at two levels: the intension (represented by thedocument) and the extension (represented by the meaning). This identi�cation



is a precompositional contravariant arrow �� : B �! A which is a backwardselection from the relevant documents of the document to which they are related.Hypertext links are really connections between the semantic objects in thecurrent document with related semantic objects in the documents to be retrieved.The connection is between objects A1; A2; : : : in the category S(A) (that is themeaning of the contents of the document under examination which is A) withobjects B1; B2; : : : in the category S(B) which are the meanings in the docu-ments to be retrieved B. The identi�cation of the relevant documents dependsupon the purpose and intentions of the user. This is a natural transformation�A : A �! S(B) as shown in Figure 11. The awareness is given by the inversenatural transformation ��, preserving limits, colimits and implications.��(>) �= >;��(B � B0) �= ��(B) � ��(B0);��(?) �= ?;��(B + B0) �= ��(B) + ��(B0);��(B ) B0) �= ��(B) ) ��(B0)A BS(B)S(A) ��� --�@@@@ @@ @@
Fig. 11. Commuting Target Square for Awareness as a Natural TransformationThe signs for products and sums are again used to represent generally limitsand colimits respectively. Table 1 shows that none of the database relationshipsand structures in section 4 require any operations beyond these. Therefore ��(B)can claim to be a general awareness relationship.This relationship is valid for reasoning by analogy only when implicationsare preserved. The test for the preservation of implications is well{establishedand known as the Frobenius identity[62]:��(B � �A)��B � A



This is equivalent to analagous reasoning because the inverse natural trans-formation �� preserves limits and colimits as well as implications.8.3 Relative and Dynamic ContextsSimple categories may be built{up to represent the greater complexity foundin hypertext systems. For instance a concept that emerges from a structure ofrelated documents itself is a diagram as previously indicated and may be used toreplace a single object A. These can be employed to give hypertext the facilityto deal with dynamic, subjective content. In geometric logic this amounts tomanipulating more sophisticated structures for diagrams are a more generalform of objects and simple categories.For example the comma category has attracted considerable attention incomputing science[2] and can provide general contextuality. The comma cate-gory can add structure to an ordinary category by considering the arrows fromthe point of view of a particular object. Given a category A with a variableobject A which may be represented by A0 (when we want to distinguish di�erentinstances), the arrows f : A �! A0 relative to C are objects in the commacategory A=C (sometimes written A # C) as shown in Figure 12. It should beemphasised that the objects in the comma category are arrows; the comma cate-gory arrows are triangles. For a map of the domain A and codomain A0 togetheronto C speci�es f : A �! A0. A A0Cf -AAAAAAU �������Fig. 12. Diagram of Comma CategoryIn practice hypertext does not just relate two documents but two documentsin their respective categories. Therefore the hypertext link between documentA (the one being viewed) and the next document B is given in Figure 13. Thefunctor K is the hypertext link between the categories where the objects ineach category are triangles composed of lower{level arrows. This shows up thedynamical aspects of context. Figure 14 shows the corresponding contravariantfunctor �� between comma categories. Consciousness, with relative and dynamiccontext, is obtained by generalizing from the following relationships shown inFigures 13, 14:



K : A=C �! B=C0� : f �! g�� : B=C0 �! A=CThe whole collection can be viewed as analagous reasoning thus con�rmingthe equivalence of reasoning and hypertext.A A0Cf B B0C 0gK-AAAAAAU ������� -AAAAAAU �������-Fig. 13. Covariant Functor K between Comma CategoriesA A0Cf B B0C 0g��-AAAAAAU ������� -AAAAAAU ��������Fig. 14. Contravariant Functor �� between Comma Categories9 ConclusionsMultimedia has developed into a very sophisticated information system, one thatis populated by a variety of distributed hypermedia source material. These het-erogeneous materials are pulled together to create a contemporaneous document
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